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It is certainly a pleasure to be here ~oday to address a group of

financial and accounting executives in two vitally important industries.

Before I start, I am directed by the Securities and Exchange Connnission
(SEC) to advise you that as a matter of policy the SEC takes no respon-

"
sibility for the statements of individual' members of its staff and
accordingly'what 'say-is my.-own.view.and does not .necessarily represent

that of the Connnission or my colleagues on the staff.

In my talk today, I intend to spend a little time talking about the

accounting environment in general, because of clearly significant e~anges

taking 'place. The bulk of my time will be devoted to the problem of tease

accounting and then in passing I will touch upon some aspects of the prob-

lem of allowance for Funds Used During Construction.

The Accounting Environment

Lookino~ at the accounting environment in general, it is quite apparent} .

that significant changes are brewing. In ~he first place, they are most
•

evident in the area of setting accounting principles where a.new body is
.. ,

n~w in existence: The Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB).

We at SEC are very confident that it will improve the standa~ds of

accounting measurement in a significant fashxon. We believe this because

we think it is institutionally more appropriately 'str.uctured for dealing
/ .

with problems facing it than was the old Accounting Principles Board (APB).

The APB was originally designed by a committee that wa~ convinced

that research would produc~ Truth and that the only thing that would be

needed after accounting research was done was a body to simply anoint

the truth that had become apparent. Therefore, they established a
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~part-time large bo~y which would come together occasionally to perform

.this anointive task. In the 15 years since 1958 when the APB was created,

it has become apparent that while research may be the hope of the future

in fuel generation and energy shortage, it does not seem to have the same

prospect i? the area of financial accounting m~asu~ement. Accordingly,

~t was .necessary to .develop body whic~ will be mdr~ appropriately

structured to perform the required quasi-legislative function than was

the part-time APB. The over-all record of the APB was a'reasonably good

one, 'but it seems likely that a smaller full-time body directly in.control

of its "research holds promise for more success. The new Board, however,

is not going to find that the difficult prob~ems confronting the APB will

become less difficult when it looks at them. In the final analysis, I

suspect the success of the new Board will be determined by the willingness

of thi$ body to face the tough strategic decisions that have to be made.
)

There are a number of areas which deal with financial measurement where

people are deeply involved, because their pocketbooks are de~ply involved;

"and there is no~hing more emotional than money: So that it seems very

likely that as the new Board gets underway; thosa that find themselves

ill at ease with its initial exposure drafts will probably bring the same

kind of pressure to bear as they brought against the APB. And I don't

think the fact that the members of the FASB are not current practitioners

of accounting is going to shield them from this pressure to any great. .
extent. Nevertheless, I am optimistic that they will be able to move

expeditiously. It is apparent th~t expeditious action is needed as well

as sound action, because at the pr~sent time.we are in a position where

•
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doubts and questions have been raised about the adequacy of our measure-

ment systems. And it is imrortant that they be put to rest in a very.
short period of time. It is certainly the intent of SEC and the account-

ing staff of the SEC to work with the new Board as we have worked with.',
the APB. have characterized our relationship as one of mutual nonsurprise..

.,
Mhere we both must 'advise the other of how we are thinking and what we are

doing. The SEC does not view itself as being in a position of absolute

authority and the FASB as working for it. We think that authority exists

for both parties and in this particular sit~ation,the r~sponsibilities of
\both parties are better served if we work together~, If we find ourselves

in an adversary posture, we ~ill be involved in.a situation which in game

theory is called a negative sum game--one in which there is a negative

total payoff. We both know this. And therefore it seems very likely •
'that we wi)i be working effectively with the Board. The first steps have

already been taken. The Board.has met with SEC .. The SEC staff has

established relationships with various members of the Board, -var ious

subcommittees, and we are opt~mistic that this relationship will work
.

effectively and will improve standards of accoun~ing measurement.

In addition to changes in the w9rld of accounting principles or

measurement principles, one can also perceive changing patterns of dis-

closure. Disclosure, of course, is different from measurement. Measure-

ment principles ~re the criteria which should be used in the process of

corporate scorekeeping. Disclosure deals with the question of how much

information should be given to the public in a variety of areas. The

SEC has traditionally taken a leadership position in the area of disclosure

~ 
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and expects to continue to do so. The vari?us proposals that have been
.

put out in the last six to mine months indicate a willingness and desire

on the part of SEC to lead in this area.. .
It is worth speaking a Hit about the general philosophy which the

SEC is, I think, implicitly ~pressing in.a number of its proposed roles

-llnd-pronounccments'.on rhe- suhj ect; of financial disclosure. In the first

place, one' concept that is being developed is that of "data of public

record" as opposed to disclosure in every doclIDlentsent to stockholders.

At the present time, as most of yo~ are aware, there is a rather acute

inside-informati9n problem that exists. This is because it is considered

to be unfair and probably illegal under Rule IO(b) (5) for people with

inside information to buy and sell in the securities markets. This creates

major difficulties for any p~incipal employee or officer or director buy-
,)

ing or selling .shares of his corporation because almost 'by the definition

of his job, he has inside information. The SEC is not anxious to take
I

officers, directors an~ principal employees out of the market place for

the stock of their companies. I think we ~ll believe, almo~t a matter of

faith, that it i~ very useful to have officers, employees and directors

phrticipa~e in the ownership of the enterpris~s which they manage. This

means that they must have the opportunity to buy and sell at reasonable

points in time. The appropriate answer, therefore, seems to be that all

material investment information should in one fashion or another be n~de

data of public record. This probably means that a great deal more infor-

mation has to be filed and put into the public record than has historically

been the case. In addition, an increasingly sophisticated analytical
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~community is developing the ability to deal intelligently with greater

One of the problems that comes up with increasing disclosure is the

problem of hidd~n facts. l(you have an absolute mass of data available,

1:here--is-every -likelihood -t.hatthe aver age investor-.-indeed, Ln many

cases, the sophisticated investor--may be overwhelmed. Anyone who has
i.

read through a complicated proxy s~atement--and I'd say that nmnber i~ in

the prder of magnitude of one one-hundredth of one percent of those who

receive complicated proxy statements--will soon find out what the hidden

facts doctrine at law me~ns. After you have. read the ~~rst fourteen pages

of a financ~al statement with notes and other things there is a certain

element or' disGouragem~nt that tends to set in. Accordingly, there are

clearly proble~s to the idea of more and more disclosure, for the average

investor and ~ven for the sophisticated analyst. Therefore, it seems that

the only answer to the fact that on the one hand there needs.to be more

information as a matter of public record~ and on the other, that the.

average investor has to be. satisfactorily served, is a significant improve-

ment in the quality of s~~arization of data that is presented. The

corporation is going to have to assume greater resp~nsibility in deciding
.

how data should be surmnarized and interpreted. Our "Quality of Earnings"

proposal, for exam~le, indicates that we believe that management has a

responsibility not only to disclose but to analyze as well, to point

out those things which are most important in understanding the results of

corporate activity.

•
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In summary, it seems apparent that we are moving into an approach

which will call for the filing of a lot of data, available to all, but

not routinely sent to all. And then there will be an improved system of

summarization with increasi~F responsibility On cOFPorate managements

for meani~gful analysi~ of the data which are being presented. This is a

~ackage which-has -not-yet'bcen fully developed ur-arti~ulated by SEC, but

it seems to me that this is the direction in which we are moving. It is

no longer an adequate answer in my judgment to say anything that should

be made public is important enough to be shown to everybody, and thus it

should be included in the annual. report. The ~nnual report presumably

is oriented primarily to the. average investor and the man who wants sub-

stantially more information should be able'to get it, but he should be
•able to get" it in a fashion other than simply getting the annual report

that is sen} to everybody.

In addition to changing p~tterns'of disclosure, we are-also seeing

changing patte~ of responsibility in financial reporting. In the first

place, the aggregate amount o~ responsibility is increasing. There is

more responsibility now than there used to be in terms of providing ade-

quate, meaningful data. Beyond the qggregate increase in the amount of

responsibility there has also been some shifting, and I think that has

been in the direction of a more than proportionate increase in the respon-

sibility of auditors as opposed ~o management for financial reports. In

the first place, co~rt cases and various SEC actions indicate the auditor

has a responsibility beyond simply saying: Have the financial statements

met a particular formula which has been established by some authoritative

" -
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body? It is apparent that'the courts, SEC and the analytical community

are all saying that the auditors in the first place have a joint respon-

sibility for. financial st~tements, not simply a secondary responsibility,

~nd in the second place th~t their judgments are going to be tested against

a guideline that says; Do they make sen~e within the framework of economic

-activities being-reported-upon? .This-means that -the ~inancial .statements

have to be fair as well as in conformity with generally accepted account-

ing principles. This is a difficult responsibility to bear because it is

.
learned in a ye~r at SEC, it is that there are dramatically different

sometimes hard to find what fair is. A~d if there is one thing tbat 1 have
<,

points of view as to what constitutes "fairness" and how a particular set

of facts can be looked at. These different points of view are good faith

points of view in most (but not all) circ~mstances. Therefore, it seems

apparent Uhac the FASB, SEC and others are going to have to begin to

develop some guidelines for fairness that .auditors can use, but not rules,

because there are no rules which can be established that wiil guarantee

fairness of presentation. Where you set up rules, then. you require people•
to make analogies to factual situations to apply those rules, and the

result may be a false analogy, a problem •.

In addition to a responsibility that financial statements make sense,

it also appears that auditors are increasingly being pushed into associa-

tion with more.than simply the.financia1 statements of thei~ clients.

They are being associated to a greater extent with all public financial

reporting which their client is undertaking. I believe that even today

most auditors now recognize some responsibility to read the various
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-',sections of the annual report in which financial data are Lnc l.uded, to be

certain that the data are consistent with the financial statements and

that the president's letter does not paint a creative picture which is
.

inconsistent with the statistics in the f~nancial statements" Even beyondf,
this there are number of areas of supplemental disclosure which auditors

,
«obvf ous Ly -ar e -having t o rt ake a -Look at. ---.Line-of-business disclosure is

.
not part of the principal financial statements, but I don't believe that

many auditors are sitting back and saying: Well, we don't have to concern

ourselves about that, because, after all, we don't give an opinion. on it.

If.they are taking this position, 'they are likely to find it an inappro-

priate one in various f~ctual circumstances. where they may not enjoy

the results. It is apparent that auditor~ are going to have to extend

their traditional view of their responsibilities.

Another area where auditors perhaps should devote some time is review-
)

ing press releases. in which annual results are reported to the public.

One of the areas of deficiency which we have found in the past few years

is the way in which the pr~ss release de~cribes the financial results of

the business. I am not sp~aking about the "majority of press releases

but of that minority which do not reflect the results in a fashion con-

sistent with the financial statements. As financial reporting experts,

it seems logical that auditors should be involved in the review of press

releases before. they go out to the press to ,be certain that technical

requirements of financial reporting are met and that the impression wh ich

they give is not inconsistent with accounting reality.

•
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The area of interim reports is another area in which auditor respon-.

sibility seems likely to increase. At the present time auditors do not

-have any direct responsibility for interim reports. I do not anticipate

you are going to see audited interim reports in the near future at least,
-

but it does seem to me likely that the auditors of all corporations are

"4g01ng to have-to perform so~ething like.the r~view function that they now

perform in a number of corporations, in dealing with interim results. I

think this"is going to be a matter of necessity from the point of view of

outside directors as well as from the point of view of regulatory':agencies

and stockholders. The responsibilitities of outside directors~e reach-

ing the point where they cannot simply sit back and automatically accept

the interim reports of management for which they have responsibility with-

out at least asking professionals to take a prepublication look at them;

the criterta for such a review still have"to be worked out. The American
)

Institute of.Certified Public Accountants' Auditing Standards Executive

Committee must obviously work to try to develop standards which are on

the one hand handleable from the economic poi~t of view, while at the

same time reflecting the public need in this regard. The Commission has

taken a first step toward requiring auditor association with certain

interim results by requ~ring that an auditor public~y report on the

validity of the accounti~g methods involved any" time a material unusual

charge or cr~ait to income is made.

Lease Accounting.

I would like to turn next to the specific topic of lease accounting

on which I was advertised to speak, so that you will not feel that any

•
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Truth in Labeling problems exist.

-lO~.
,

This is a topic of considerable impor-

tance in accounting theory and'obvious1y one which impacts very heavily

upon the utility industry in general since leases have been used increas-.
ing1y in this industry over a period of time

.
The first statement that I would like to make in regard to leasing

.•1s .tha~ I am.not~against it. The SEC is"not against it. We have 'no bri~f

for trying to reduce the amount of leasing in the economy. We believe

that leases are a useful financing device. The legal arran~ements implicit
•or explicit in their use may add flexibility to a financing packag~. They

may enable a shifting of tax ob~igations in such a fashion as to reduce

overall cost of financing. They may perfonn a number of other functions.

In addition, the sharing of ownership ris~s, which exists in some leases,

\

may permit'alternative mixes of risk and return among investors with •

Poor

'different preferences, and hence enable people to tap a more extensive
)

financing market. So we believe leases have a v~ry significant rol~ to

play and we are not attempting to reduce or eliminate the use of leases

in any sense.

Equally important, however, we do not'think,that leases should be

made attractive beyond their true ec~nomic advantages simply because they

are not properly accounted for. A part'of the huge growth of leasing in

recent years can be attributed to a lower capital cost resulting from

factors of this-sort. In the first place some people are fooled because

financing is not s~own on the face of the financial statements.

footnote disclosure has not permitted even . the sophisticated investor

to make accurate economic evaluations of the capital structure of firms.

• 
~ 
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And in addition, leasing has had the impac~ of increasing reported income
.

in the early years of a project by straight-lining interest which is not

in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. To the extent

~hat leasing's growth is ; function of these factors, we believe it con-
. . .
stitutes an inefficient capital raising technique in the broad sense in

"~terms of its impact on 'capital markets •.,We believe this is "not desirable,

even though these advantages may be very real for the individual firm.

If the amount of capital available in the capital 'market is limited, it
•does not seem desirable that artificial biases be inserted i.nthe capital

allocation process through accounting aberrations.

Perhaps we should look and see why accounting has, to a very signif-

icant extent, failed i~ its attempt to de~cribe lease transactions in a

realistic fa&hion. In the first place we.have to look at the basic account-
model

1ng model •. The fun~amentalAwas originally designed for and still is best
} .

applied to the si~ple trading enterprise .. It describes the operations of
I

a corner grocery store. very well. The real world, however, .is complex,

and therefore a very simple trading model cannot describe it in its full

complexity. There are two possible answers to tnis. Either the model

must be c~anbed and increased in its complexity or else the real world

must be analogized to the hypothetical simple world of the model.

Occasionally accountants have used the first approach of making the

model more complex. APB Opinion No. 15 on the subject of earnings per

share is an example of this approach. And that did provide employment for

more accountants, so I wouldn't say it is necessarily bad. But in the

more common case. the real world is analogized to the simple world of the

~ 
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'accounting model. When we analogize we tend to do so by r!lating complex

transactions to the simple transaction which is most familiar to us. In.
the case of leasing, I guess the phenomenon that most touches our lives

is the rent we pay when we ~ent an apartmc~t or rent living space or. .
office space, or.whateyer. Accordingly, we say: "Well, that I s where

leases touch our lives and tberefore leases must just pe like renting

space as we do it in our own life." This is a clear case of the wrong

analogy. Anyone who has worked through a typical leveraged lease deal

will surely recognize that we have moved far from the renting that''affects

our daily li~es. And yet the accountant does not move much beyond. His

idea is to say that if it is a lease payment "it is rent, and rent is rent.

The APB's answer--APB Opinion 5--dravm up in a time when leasing was

far less prevalent, did not deal with the problem effectively. This was

not toe re~ult of lack of spirit on the part of the APB; in fact. if you

read that opinion one way you can find it is a very strong opinion. It

is said that a large proportion of the more than two-thirds majority that

voted for this opinion believed they were voting for strong opinion,

whereas another part of th~ majority was aware that they had built in a

large loophole (in the concept of building up equity) which could be

exploited to obtain a result quite inconsistent with. the cverall theory

of APB Opinion 5 •. It is.therefore not surprising that the overall prin-

ciples of APB Opinion 5 have eroded through a series of interpretations

hanging mostly on ~he question of whether or not a stream of payments

builds up an equity in the property.

•
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At the present time it is apparent that lease accounting is incon-

sistent with the SEC IS objective of an efficient capital market. Certain

suppliers of capital are at an unfair advantage. As a result. other

capital suppliers. knowing this unfair advantage. have rushed in trying
..,

to explo~t an accounting loophole to create lessors where there are no

And this is under-reasonable competitive 'position in the financing world.

..lessors.and leases where th~re .are.no .leases. in order to maintain a
\

standable. If I were in their position I would do it as well.

In addition. investors are not being told the full story. They are
,

therefore al~ocating funds with~ut adequate reward in some circumstances.

If on the basis of realistic economic data investors would require a

greater return on capital. it is not desirable to coax them into an invest-
•ment on the basis of defective measurements. I have ~eard from Capitol

-un i , and from others, the argument that showing the truth woul.d cause
;

higher costs of power, transpo~tation. or what h~ve you. I believe in the

first place that it is highly doubtful this is the case. In the second

place I don't believe this~is adequate justification either morally or

economically for falsehood in financial statements. It is not fair that

consumers should profit from the ill-informed ipvestor.

The question then is: What should.be done? And here SEC has what

might.be called a three-part program which. we are currently executing.

In the first pl~ce, we have referred the basic measurement problem to the

FASB for expeditious action. We have done this and they have put the

item on their first agenda and arc wor k Lng actively on it. In this con-

nection it is clear they have to look first at the balance sheet treatment
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of leases and leased assets; second, at the.problem of straight-lining

interest cost as opposed to charging interest on outstanding balances,

which is probably the most. significant accounting problem, as that hits

at the income statement whe~e people feel most st~ongly involved. Finally,
.
the Board will have to- look pt the problem of the definition of a lease

.
so that a lease will includ~ items which differ in form but not in substance.

It would be foolish to develop a beautiful opinion on leasing whicll lawyers
. - .can circumvent by creation of a few additional words that will convert a

lease into a heat suppl~ contract, a take-or-pay agreement or some other

_similar device. -It may be that in developing a comprehensive definition

of a lease, the Board will have to consider the entire issue of executory

contracts.

The SEC has in prior years expressed a staff view to the APB that in

our judgmint current accounting for leasing is totally unsatisfactory and

some means must be found ~or reporting on the financial statements assets

and liabilities which exist in a very real economic sense. We doubt that

the view that we will express to the FASB will be very different from•
this. However, we do not have definitive judgments how this should be

done, what. should be done with the interest cost problem, or how the prob-

lernshould be bounded to include more or less executory contracts. There

are many issues on which the SEC staff has take~ no position even informally.

The second part of ou~ program is to hold the fort against additional

deterioration of APB Opinion 5. In Accountin$ Series Release 132 we iden-

tified one source of deterioration--lessors without economic substance.

We wili be further interpreting ASR 132 in the very near future to deal

~
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'with the problems of what is substance and perhaps to loo~ at other

criteria. At the present time we have a series of guidelines which we

are using internally to analyze lease tra~sactions to determine which

will qualify for noncapitalization. In order to keep a lease off the.,
bal~nce sneet at the present, the first criterion is that the lessee must

agree to nothing beyond'a commit~ent to make lease payments. No guarantees,

no acceleration clauses, no other devices which make the stream of lease

payments take On the characteristics of debt. In the second place the

lessor must have substance. Either it must be a bona fide leasing:company
,

with significant capital, a variety of clients, a real operation, or if

it is not a bona fide leasing company but an'entity created for this

purpose, it must have substantial equity capital, where 15 percent is a

rule of th~~b tha~ has been accepted in normal cases. So the lessee must

agree 'to nothing beyond lease payments and the lessor 'must have substance.
) .'

Third, the lessor's capital must be at risk. This can either be done

through a guarantee, if the lessor creates a subsidiary to be the actual

~egal lessor, or by putting its own capital at risk. If the lease deal
•is 100 percent financed without risk, the iessor is merely a conduit

between the lessee and the lender and the "lease" would not therefore

qualify for lease treatment on the financial statements.

As I indicated, we view these guidelines as' primarily a holding

action and we hope that the FASB will move expeditiously to consider this

problem so as to ~emove uncertainties which exist today. In the meantime,

the staff does not intend to spend,its efforts on additional interpreta-

tions beyond. the general guidelines it has deve l.oped, Registrants and

, ------
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their independent accountants will have to make judgments about individual

transactions.

The third part of our program is to ,improve disclosure rules for

leases at the present tim~. The APB as you know had an exposure draft
. .

opinion outstanding which ~as going t? require substantial additional

disclosure.of the effect of'leases on financial statements, including

the present value of lease commitments. We thought this was a good step;

we were sorry to see it dropped. It seems likely that in the near fu~ure

the SEC will propose a similar requirement,' as an amendment to Regulation

S-x. The principal omission in.the APB exposure draft was disclosure of

the. impact on income of treating financial leases as a lease rather than
1/

as debt and our proposal Inay include some requirements along these lines~

We are very hopeful that by tbetime 1973 accounts are .prepared, disc10~ure

.wili be significantly improved. And by the time 1974 accounts are out,

measuremedt will be fully consistent.with econom~c reality.

Allowance for Funds Used During Construction

I would like to just ~ouch upon briefly one other area that is of

particular interest to you gentlemen, a1th?ugh there is by no means

time to talk about it extensively. This is the area of Allowance for

Funds Used During Construction (AFC). Here I want merely to indicate

our present thinking as to what constitutes necessary disclosure in this

area and why we think that way.

1/ See Securities Act Release No. 5401 for this proposal which calls for
the disclosure dis~ussed. Subsequently, the APB issued an opinion which
represented a dilution of its previous proposal discussed above.

~
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At the present time we are asking utilities to"disc10se in a note to

their income statement the amount of AFC that represents return on equity.
and the percentage of net income that that repesents. We recognize in so

doing that there are imperfections in measurement techniques used to", .
determine, how much of a~ overall allowance does represent return On equity.

:We"~re confident that you g~ntlemen, the Federal Power Commission (FPC),

and your accountants will be able to -overcome these measurement problems

with appropriate incentives and we expect that you will do so. FPC is,

of course, at the present time considering ~dditional guidelines in this

area through rule making.

The basic reason why w~ are asking this is a simple one. Basically,

capitalizing a return on equity is incons~stent with the accounting model
•as it is generally used in industry. We account for equity as a residual;

to credit a"return On equity invested to current income is anticipating
)

income in the traditional accounting'sense. In other words, when one

says that by the act of investing his equity capital he earn~ a return

which should be reflected in income as invested, he is anticipating the
•return and this is not consistent with the"conveRtional accounting model

which does not permit the anticipation of income. The accountant would

normally say that income is only earned' when revenues flow from the assets

created by the investment of capital. To say that utility accounting for

return On equity funds invested is inconsistent with the traditional

accounting model does not say it is not reasonable in the economic sense.

When you add rate base you add e~on9mic value and it may well be that the
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certainty in rate making is sufficient to justify the recognition of such

value in financial statements. "

I have-also heard arguments justifying,this utility accounting on

the basis of the stability.of earnings it creates. It is said that by
."accruing a return on equity a utility can'report a more realistic stable

pat t ern of earnings. This, however , is a boot st rap argument because the

accounting device creates the stable earnings rather than reflecting

operating stability.

I should reassure you that in the AFC area we are not trying to

change accounting practice. We are not planning to eliminate AFC or
. ,

amend it significantly. We are not trying to downgrade it in terms of the

quality of earnings, because we think the utility industry is different,

and that there are legitimate jus~ifications for accounting in this fa~nion_

.We do 'b~lieve, however, that the investor is entitled to know the dimensions
) .

of this significant difference betwe~n the conventional accounting'model

and the accounting model used in this industry. And this is the rationale

for our requirements that there be disclosure of both the amount of allow-

ance for equity funds used and the proporti-on t hat; such amount represents of

reported net income.

Conclusion

In conclusion, I think it is fair to say thqt we recognize that the

utility industry has unique and difficult problems at the present time.

These are both operational probiems and problems in the accounting area.

We believe that accounting should not hide nor should it unreasonably

accentuate operational problems. SEC cannot allow inv~stors to be attracted
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'to utility investments because financial statements do not tell the full

story. But 'we are sympathetic to the problems of the utility industry,
.and we want your inputs--we welcome them, .either through the organiz~tions

represented here or througp individual companies, and interested individuals.

In the final an~lysis, our koal is congruent with .yours--an efficient

'capital'market .in'which 'resources will be attracted to meet the needs of

society.
-000-
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